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Book Reviews

Annual Review of Imunology. Vol. 3, 1985, edited by William
E. Paul, C. Garrison Fathman, Henry Metzger. Pp. 584,
illustrated. Annual Reviews, Palo Alto, California, 1985.
$27.00 (USA), $30.00 (elsewhere), Prices include postage and
handling.

This is a worthy successor in this series, designed to cover a
wide range of growth points in immunology: clinical and
experimental topics are well served, with reviews or more
personal expositions on B and T lymphocytes, lymopho-
kines, immunoglobulin genetics, the effects of cyclosporin A
and the preparation of immunotoxins for therapeutic use.
Most topical of all, there are two articles on T cell lym-
photropic viruses and AIDS. In such a rapidly progressive
subject, some of the contributions are almost bound to have
been overtaken by events, but this is true of only a small
fraction of these articles, many ofwhich provide an excellent
up-to-date picture of the state of the art. The introductory
essay by Merrill Chase follows the tradition of this series by
giving a highly personal, and very interesting historical
perspective of experimental dermatology and in particular,
contact hypersensitivity. This book is recommended as good
value for those who wish to refresh their knowledge ofmany
current topics in immunology. There is an excellent index and
many chapters have very useful bibliographies for those who
wish to read further.

Heather M. Dick
Department of Medical Microbiology,

Ninewells Hospital and Medical School,
Dundee DDJ 9SY.

Annual Review of Medicine: Selected Topics in the Clinical
Sciences. Vol. 36, 1985, edited by William P. Creger, Cecil H.
Coggins and E. William Hancock. Pp. ix + 658, illustrated.
Annual Reviews, Palo Alto, California, 1985. $27.00 (USA),
£30.00 (elsewhere), Prices include postage and handling.

I set off with the intention of at least glancing through every
one of the 48 articles to widen my perspectives. The range of
topics varies from cultural barriers to effective care among
Hispanic-American and also Indochinese patients, to per-
fluorochemical emulsion oxygen transport fluids. The other-
wise good review oi prenatal diagnosis by amniocentesis is
marred by few references after 1982, e.g. the section on
recombinant DNA does not include the G8 probe for
Huntington's chorea published in 1983. A direct and poten-
tially exciting approach to treatment is the use of 5-
azacytidine to induce haemoglobin F production in beta-
thalassaemia by switching on gamma-chain production.
Staphylococcal toxin syndromes, including the sometimes
catastrophic toxic shock syndrome, brings together much
useful information. The beta-adrenergic blocking drugs are
reviewed, including their pharmacology and the consequen-
ces for treatment. Indications for use, including prophylactic
use against sudden death after myocardial infarction and the
types of adverse effect, are covered. Haemochromatosis, an

autosomal recessive disorder, is tightly linked to the HLA
which can be used to identify presymptomatic siblings.
'Bronze diabetes' is late in appearing with sex and environ-
mental factors playing an important part. A more common
problem is that of biliary obstruction and the place of non-
operative treatment is discussed by two interventional
radiologists. A review of the reversal of hypertensive cardiac
hypertrophy by medical treatment - is this an argument for
early therapy? - and another on the psychological predisposi-
tion to life-threatening arrhythmias leading to sudden death
are two other fascinating chapters.

This is a book to be dipped into and the articles selected
will depend on the reader's interests, just as those mentioned
reflect mine.

A.W. Johnston
Woodend General Hospital,

Aberdeen AB9 2YS.

Annual Review of Nutrition. Vol. 5, 1985, edited by Robert E.
Olson, Ernest Beutler and Harry P. Broquist. Pp. xii + 531,
illustrated. Annual Reviews, Palo Alto, California, 1985.
$30.00 (USA), $33.00 (elsewhere), Prices include postage and
handling.

This 1985 Annual Review reflects the multidiscipline nature
of nutrition as a science with 20 reviews covering basic,
toxicological, clinical and public health nutrition. The book
is divided into subsections with 6 chapters under the clinical
nutrition heading. These include a detailed and informative
chapter from the Hammersmith group on hormonal regula-
tion of food intake, digestion and absorption, excellent
reviews on coeliac disease and on nutrition and cancer, as
well as useful discussions on the clinical manifestation of zinc
deficiency, inflammatory bowl disease and energy balance.
The rest of the book is also of medical interest and in some
ways I found more mentally stimulating than the clinical
nutrition section. In the section on inorganic nutrients Apgar
discusses the concept that zinc deficiency may be involved in
human reproduction problems such as fetal malformation
and reduced sperm stability. The fall in serum zinc during
pregnancy can be physiological but Apgar approaches the
problem of when it is pathological. The section on vitamins
includes a detailed review on vitamin E but also a fascinating
account on vitamin BI2-folate interrelationships. In the latter,
Shane and Stokstad discuss the concept that vitamin B12
deficiency results in a functional folate deficiency because it
leads to a lowered level of methionine synthetase which
results in the trapping of an increased proportion of folate as
the 5-methyl derivative (the methyl trap hypothesis).
For those with a lipid interest there are two well written

chapters on the effects of diet on lipoprotein metabolism and
the consequences of lipid peroxidation in biological systems.
Pathogens, contaminants and anticarcinogens in food are
discussed in 3 well written chapters and those with an interest
in brown fat will not be disappointed for Himms-Hagen
discusses brown fat in animals.
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